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Item description/product images

Description

Product description:
With this patented clamping system, two components can be positioned without
tools via form fit and then clamped together by frictional connection. The clamping
range and the holding force is adjustable.

Material:
Handles, cast aluminium, EN AC-46200.
Thrust washer, fibreglass reinforced PA 66 GF 35 X plastic.
Hinge pin stainless steel.
Tie rod, washer, collet, disc spring, steel.

Version:
Grips fine structure powder-coated, black or red RAL 3003.
Thrust washer, black.
Washer blue passivated.
Tie rod and collet black oxidised.

Note:
It is recommended that the cam lever is in a vertical position when the collet is
positioned in the bore.
The function of the clamping system was tested in bores with tolerance H7. All
values for retaining force are guide values and are given without safety factor.
The suitability for the respective application must be checked by the user.

Advantages:
Two components can be joined together without tools. The components are perfectly
centred in the clamped state. The compact design means that the mandrel collet
with cam lever can even be used in blind holes. There are no specific dimensional
requirements for the holes. Additionally, the surfaces and design do not need to have
any specific properties.

Functional principle:
The clamping system is inserted in the hole in the open state. At the beginning
of the locking process, the mandrel collet expands and clamps itself in the lower
component. The integrated disc spring assembly creates a positive down force that
also clamps the two components to one another at the end of the locking process.

Drawing reference:
1) actuated
2) not actuated
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Drawings

Overview of items

Mandrel collets, steel with cam lever

Order No. Main
colour

A A1 B D D1 H H1 H2 H3 Hand
force
FH N

Holding
force
F kN

K1500.1001 black 36,2 41,7 14,4 10 12 9 13 25 10,4 90 1,35
K1500.1202 black 52,3 59,1 18 12 15,4 11,2 17 30 12,6 100 3
K1500.1403 black 70,4 79,2 21,5 14 18,1 14,5 22 35 14,7 120 3,3
K1500.1004 red 36,2 41,7 14,4 10 12 9 13 25 10,4 90 1,35
K1500.1205 red 52,3 59,1 18 12 15,4 11,2 17 30 12,6 100 3
K1500.1406 red 70,4 79,2 21,5 14 18,1 14,5 22 35 14,7 120 3,3


